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Statistics for Linguists in R
LOT Winter School 2019

Tuesday: Introduction to R and exploring data
SUSANNE  BROUWE R

RADBOUD UNIVE RSITY  NIJME GE N

8 JANUARY 2019

Portfolio
• Collect all your assignments in one portfolio

• Deadline: Sunday 13 January via email (s.brouwer@let.ru.nl)
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Aims for today
▪ Students will learn to 
▪ Get acquainted with R (Studio)

▪ Plotting and exploring your data in R
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R studio (1)
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R studio (2)
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CONSOLE/
PROMPT

R SCRIPT

PLOTTING,
HELP FUNCTION,

PACKAGES

DATAFILES

Here the textual output of the 
commands are shown,

but it is also possible to type here

Here you type, store, 
and execute your commands

Here you see all data 
you have created or loaded

Here you see plots 
you have created, 
help files, packages

Rmd extension = 
R markdown

R as a calculator
#addition

608 + 68 

#subtraction

567 - 567 

#division

400 / 20

#multiplication

2 * 7

#exponentiation

5 ^ 3
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Add # before a line to make it a comment

How to run a command?
Select line(s)

Control+ENTER
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Functions and arguments
#more complex calculations can be done with functions

sqrt(81)

#what do you think abs means?

abs(-9)

#some functions have settings (“arguments”) that we can adjust

#rounds off to the nearest integer (zero decimal places)

round(3.54)

#one decimal place (digits is an argument)

round(3.54, digits=1)
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Nested functions
#we can use multiple functions in a row, one inside another

#square root of the absolute value of -16

sqrt(abs(-16))

#don't get scared when you see multiple parentheses!

##you can often just read left to right (i.e. the square root of the absolute value of 16)

##R first figures out the thing nested in the middle
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Using multiple numbers
#when we want to use multiple numbers, we concatenate (=c) them

#a list of the numbers 2, 8, and 32

c(2,8,32)

#sometimes a computation requires multiple numbers

#also a quick way to do the same thing to multiple different numbers

mean(c(2,8,32))

#mean is a function
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Using variables
#store a single value 

a <- 7

#store a series of values in object b (remember: c=concatenate)

b <- c(3, 4, 5)

#calculating the mean and storing it in object c

c <- (mean(b))

#get the help file on the function mean

?mean
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<- means “assigns to”

Here you see all data 
you have created or loaded
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Here you see plots 
you have created, 
help files, packages

R scripts
▪ Saves times when re-running analyses

▪ Documentation for yourself

▪ Documentation for others

▪ Reuse with new analyses/experiments

▪ Quicker to run—can automatically perform one analysis after another

▪ File → New File → R Markdown…

▪ File → Open File → Tuesday.Rmd

12
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Example chunk
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How to run a chunk?
Go to Run

Run next chunk (= Control+Alt+N)

{r title} = Name of chunk
``` = Start of chunk
``` = End of chunk

COLOURS!

Working directory
#identify your current working directory

getwd()

#set your working directory, pay attention to the (forward) slashes

setwd("C:/Users/smbro/Desktop/LOT_Statistics")

#Exiting from R

q()

#press stop sign in console/prompt
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Importing your data
#read in a “comma-separated value” file (from Excel)

data <- read.csv ("C:/Users/smbro/Desktop/LOT_Statistics/Tuesday_data.csv")

#read in a text file

data  <- read.delim("C:/Users/smbro/Desktop/LOT_Statistics/Tuesday_data.txt", header = TRUE, 
sep = "\t")

#sep = separator of columns is a tab (\t)
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What are these Tuesday data about?
▪ Research question: Do accuracy scores on a test differ for participants (N=30) who study with or 
without music?

▪ Dependent variable: accuracy score on a test (from 0 to 100)

▪ Independent variable: background (two levels: music, no music)
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Looking into your Tuesday data
#see the first six elements of your data file

head(data)

#see the final six elements of your data file

tail(data)

#see the structure of your data file

str(data)

#a big picture of the dataset, basic info and descriptive statistics

summary(data)
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Variables (1)
str(data)

'data.frame': 30 obs. of  3 variables:
$ Participant: int  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...
$ Accuracy   : int  67 77 87 92 75 74 84 90 69 64 ...
$ Condition  : Factor w/ 2 levels "music","nomusic": 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ...
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Vectors:
Numeric – sequences of numbers
Integer – sequence of discrete numbers
Characters – sequences of strings

Factors:
Nominal variables are best represented by them
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Variables (2)
summary(data)

Participant       Accuracy       Condition 
Min.   : 1.00   Min.   :59.00   music  :15  
1st Qu.: 8.25   1st Qu.:67.00   nomusic:15  
Median :15.50   Median :74.00               
Mean   :15.50   Mean   :74.80               
3rd Qu.:22.75   3rd Qu.:83.75               
Max.   :30.00   Max.   :96.00 

#we can use $ to refer to a specific column/variable in our dataset

summary(data$Accuracy)
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SPSS: I miss you!
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Descriptive statistics (1)
#combine that with cool functions

mean(data$Accuracy)

median(data$Accuracy)

sd(data$Accuracy)

#or, for a categorical variable

levels(data$Condition)

data$Participant <- as.factor(data$Participant)

summary(data$Participant)
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Install packages
#there are many packages for R which you can easily find online

#install a package

install.packages(“base")

#load your base package, tapply is a useful function for descriptive statistics

library(base)
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Tools menu → install.packages…

Descriptive statistics (2)
#we often want to look at a dependent variable as a function of some independent variable(s)

#split up the Accuracy by Condition, then get the mean

tapply(data$Accuracy, data$Condition, mean)

#to combine multiple results into one table,

#“column bind” them with cbind()

cbind(tapply(data$Accuracy, data$Condition, mean), tapply(data$Accuracy, data$Condition, sd))
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Descriptive statistics (3)
#can have two-way tables

tapply(data$Accuracy, list(data$Participant, data$Condition), mean)

#contingency tables for categorical variables

xtabs(~ Participant + Condition, data=data)

24
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Subsetting (1)
#often, we want to examine or use just part of a dataframe

#use the function subset

#create a new dataframe that's just a subset of data

data.HighAccRemoved <- subset(data, Accuracy < 80)
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Subsetting (2)
▪ Why not just delete bad performance from the spreadsheet?
▪ Easy to make a mistake / miss some of them

▪ Faster to have the computer do it

▪ We’d lose the original data

▪ No documentation of how we subsetted the data
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Subsetting (3)
#what if we wanted only Accuracy between 70% and 80%?

#one step with & for AND

data2 <- subset(data, Accuracy >= 70 & Accuracy <= 80)

# | means OR

#logical OR (“either or both”)

data.BadAccuracy <- subset(data, Accuracy < 70 | Accuracy > 80)
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Subsetting (3)
#words/categorical variables need quotes

data.nomusic <- subset(data, Condition == "nomusic")

#== means “equal to”

data.BadParticipant <- subset(data, Participant == '23')

#!= means “not equal to”

data.BadParticipantsRemoved <- subset(data, Participant != '23')
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Logical operators
> Greater than

>= Greater than or equal to

< Less than

<= Less than or equal to

& AND

| OR

== Equal to

!= Not equal to
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Save your data
#save your data.BadParticipantsRemoved as a text file

write.table(data.BadParticipantsRemoved, "data.BadParticipantsRemoved.txt", sep = 
"\t",row.names = F, col.names = T)

#F=False, T=True

#data will be saved to your working directory

30
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Referring to specific cells
#use square brackets [ ] to refer to specific entries in a dataframe

#row, column

data[3,  2]

#omit the row or column number to mean all rows or all columns

data[3, ]

data[ ,2]

#can also use column names

#all rows in the Accuracy column

data[ , "Accuracy"]
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Referring to specific rows/columns
#we can look at rows or columns that meet a specific criterion

data[data$Accuracy < 70, ]

#can use this as another way to subset

data.LowAccuracyRemoved <- data[data$Accuracy > 80, ]

#in the dataframe “data” find the rows where Accuracy < 80, and set the column Accuracy to 80

data[data$Accuracy < 80, 'Accuracy'] <- 80
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Visualization: histogram
#set graphics option: 1 graph (1 row, 1 colomn)

par(mfrow = c(1, 1)) 

hist(data$Accuracy, main = "Accuracy scores on a test", xlab="accuracy")

#Export → Save as image
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With the par( ) function, you 
can include the option 

mfrow=c(nrows, ncols) to 
create a matrix of nrows x ncols Visualization: boxplot

#set graphics option: 2 graphs side-by-side 

par(mfrow = c(1, 2)) 

#boxplot of accuracy values

boxplot(data$Accuracy, main = "Accuracy scores on a test", ylab = "accuracy")

#Export → Save as image
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Visualization: barplot
#frequency table for participants

counts <- table(data$Condition)

barplot(counts, ylim = c(0, 20))

#Export → Save as image
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Assignment (for in portfolio) 
▪ Question 1: Use the package called “ggplot2” to create a boxplot in which you show the
accuracy for each condition. Give the boxplot a meaningful title.

install.packages(“ggplot2”)

library(ggplot2)

R users LOVE Google:

Use this website: http://www.sthda.com/english/wiki/ggplot2-box-plot-quick-start-guide-r-
software-and-data-visualization
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http://www.sthda.com/english/wiki/ggplot2-box-plot-quick-start-guide-r-software-and-data-visualization
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Tomorrow: Wednesday 9 January
▪ Basic Statistical Tests I

37


